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The time for women to embrace their power
has at long last arrived.

If you are a woman,
you need to know that this is not the time to hold back;

it’s time to go for it.
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“There are only two ways to live your life.
One is as though nothing is a miracle.

The other is as though everything is a miracle.“
Albert einstein

“Go ahead and settle in the white house, where the white curtains blow in the soft 
wind. There the blue ocean knows no boundaries. This is where you feel at home in 
yourself, you have arrived. Find silence and allow the words to flow.”

These were the words coming through, in images. They continued to speak to me 
daily, first softly, then always stronger. I believe I was chosen to receive a book, to bir-
th a book into the world, a book which brings us home, to ourselves, into our inner 
strength. I would like to share with you now, dear reader, the story of how this book 
came to be.

The warmth of the sun, the lapping of the waves, watching the small fishing boats bob 
up and down in the harbor, admiring the beauty all around me. It came to be, dear 
reader, that I arrived on the Greek Island of Corfu. I had been here many years ago as 
a child; I had torn a ligament in my knee and came here to recover. I remember clearly 
the healing power of the nature in the small fishermen’s village Arillas. In 6 days I was 
completely healed, how blessed I felt to be able to move freely again. It was like, “she 
came with crutches and left dancing.” Something really special.

I was back, on this beautiful island with a mission. I was looking for a house, an apart-
ment, a residence. Thanks to my burn out (this is the modern word for an inner state 
of “I can’t and “I don’t want to go any further”) I had decided to take a whole summer 
off, a couple of months of sabbatical leave, and obviously the impressive island was the 
first choice on my list.

After a week of unfruitful searching, it finally happened. While I was looking at a 
nice house that was officially offered for rent on the hill top of Afionas, my youngest 
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daughter suddenly called me from “above”. She had (against her usually reserved way 
of being) entered private and, at that time, abandoned property, and was waving at me 
from a roof terrace. “Come up! Have a look from up here!”

A little hesitant, I followed her invitation. The view from the roof terrace was simply 
breathtaking. Two hundred and seventy degrees of free sea view, dark blue mystic pure 
Mediterranean sea. Encouraged by this beauty, I went to explore the rest of the proper-
ty. Suddenly I couldn’t move anymore. My breath stopped. I was standing in front of 
my vision! The white house with the flying white curtains, the many windows and the 
feeling of “having arrived home” had manifested, exactly, in every detail! I had been 
having the same vision come to me for almost a year. Here it was, in mortar and stone, 
it was real. The sudden realization hit me like a thunderbolt, this is it, this is the place 
where the book would be received.

Reality came to get me back quickly. After a few deep breaths I walked down to my 
daughter and said quietly, “This is the house. I will write the book here.”

She just nodded.

Down in the village we asked for the owners of the house. “It belongs to a famous 
German artist and illustrator though she has not come for the last two years. No, the 
house isn’t for rent for sure, it’s an entirely private residence. Here, take the name of 
the owner, maybe you will be able to find her contact details.” 

Not for rent. A famous artist. All right, I will use Google to look up her contact 
address. Google knows it all!

At that point, our time on the island was coming to an end. We enjoyed a last dinner 
in a restaurant and decided to put off the search for a house onto the next month. 
While we were eating, a thunderstorm arrived out of nowhere. A thunderstorm in the 
summer on the island of Corfu is a very rare occurrence. In that moment, it started 
to rain “cats and dogs” and the streets became slippery. We had to be very careful 
on our car journey back to the ferry. Just as we were leaving the village of Afionas, I 
turned around to the white house, as if to say good bye – and a shining rainbow was 
coronating its majestic body! A sign? Joy poured through me, and whatever it was, the 
sensation was great!
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Back home in Tuscany, we slowly slip back into the routine of our work and family 
lives. I remember to google and find the contact details of the owner of “the dream 
house”. Yes, she really is a very famous artist, a great woman. Can I really dare to sim-
ply contact her, even though I already know that the house isn’t for rent? For many 
days I allow myself to get lost in the day to day activities. For countless nights, I would 
dream about the house, or I would think about the house and the book and couldn’t 
get to sleep. The pressure builds up to a crescendo, it‘s time to muster up all of my 
courage.

I write an honest and sincere mail, writing directly from my heart, to the great Barbara 
von Johnson, one of the mothers of the famous German TV series “Pumuckl”. I write 
to her about my dream, which seems so very childish and unrealistic. I just tell her 
everything. A risk? Yes, a very big risk!

It takes just a couple of hours for me to get her answer and I‘m shaking as I read it: 
“Dear Ariane, it seems to be a blessing that you are writing to me. You are like a fresh 
ocean breeze for my house. I’d like to get to know you, please call me!” 

I jump around in circles and whoop with joy. I can‘t believe it! I realize, oh no, now I 
will have to call this famous woman on the telephone! I am generally a very shy person, 
even though it probably doesn‘t look like it from the outside. When I was a child at 
school and the teacher would call on me in class, I would tremble all over my body. If 
my parents asked me to make a call on their behalf, I just felt a deep pang of nausea 
all over.

Here I was again, asked to jump through my shadow. I have already met a couple of 
famous people and some have even been guests in my home, but I had never before 
spoken to an unknown and famous person on the phone. In the moment I procrasti-
nate, in fact, it lasted the whole day! I remember evening coming and the pressure was 
too high. I took a couple of deep breaths and go to a place where no one else can see 
or hear me. I dial the number, secretly hoping that nobody is home.

Barbara answers the phone. Her voice is warm and friendly. We speak like we were 
longtime friends. We laugh together. After five minutes we pass from formal speech to 
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a friendly one. I can hardly believe what is happening right here. To sum it up: Barbara 
is open to leave the house to me for the summer. In a couple of months we will meet. 
I put down the phone. Again, I dance with joy in my garden, there is so much energy 
inside of me, that I even allow the joy to scream through me for a little while.

After this I run down into the big dining room where my family is and to get there, I 
have to walk over a spacious pasture. Before I enter into the room, I look up to the sky 
and at that exact moment I see, so clearly and distinctly, a huge shooting star falling 
through the sky, like a comet. Never before had I seen a shooting star fall for so long! 
Another sign? It certainly seems to be!

The months pass by and before I know, the time has come for my meeting with Barba-
ra. Again, I am terribly nervous and I arrive way too early at our meeting point. When 
she gets there, we find ourselves face to face with no words to speak, both of us feeling 
so deeply touched by the other‘s presence. Instinctively, we find ourselves in a wordless 
embrace and tears of joy are flowing. I love a woman I have never met! And she loves 
me! These are the kind of things that the mind really has trouble understanding!

We spend some precious hours in each other’s company and the vibration is light and 
positive. Later in our conversation we meet an obstacle. What I am able to offer for the 
price of the rent is less than half of Barbara’s wish for the rent. Clouds gather in the sky 
and then leave again immediately. I just feel so sure to be guided now too. The money 
I can spend is this price. If it doesn’t fit, then it just doesn’t. I let go. In any case I have 
found a precious new friend and a partner of souls, and this is so much more valuable 
than any house in this world. This is how it feels to me now.

We say good-bye to each other with the decision to sleep over the whole affair, to let 
it sink in and find itself an answer. The next day, we meet again, and it’s clear to both 
of us. The house will be rented to me, at the price I can pay. I am adding some of my 
own services around the house to add to the rent which don’t have to come out of my 
money bag, so it‘s a win for both of us. We both sign the private agreement, between 
dear friends!

Both of us are shining!
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And now I am sitting in this house called “Olympus”. A Goddess in her element. The 
deep blue sea nurtures me continuously with its infinite horizon. The bright white 
frame structure of the home reminds me of pure freedom. A feeling of homecoming. 
Barbara is here with me now too. From one heart to another, we are enjoying blessed 
times. Part of Barbara’s life’s task is to make the invisible become visible. I couldn‘t be 
in a better place, as this is exactly the task I am facing now too – bringing the invisible 
into the visible world!

This is how this book is born.

The time is here, the time to trust again, to trust the divine woman that lives inside 
of you! 

I thank you, dear reader, for listening to this story. I thank the Divine Woman, who is 
guiding me from the inside out and who has brought me to you.

Do you believe in yourself?

You are as guided as I am. You might have forgotten, and now you are remembering 
and this is a big reason to celebrate! Look around you. Just for one moment, take a 
deep breath and stop your busy mind chatter and just open up. Feel into your body. 
There are signs everywhere that you are guided. You are guided in the people you 
meet, in the information you are attracting, in the actions you are moved to do, in 
the nature and the animals around you. The guides are in the colours and sounds you 
perceive. They are in the sky, in the air you breathe, in the earth under your feet. We 
are even guided in what we usually call misfortunes. They are also guiding you. Where 
to? Home, home to yourself. And it‘s there, in that moment when you allow yourself to
stop and listen, you remember. I have not met one woman yet who doesn’t “know” that 
she is guided. So let’s trust and believe in ourselves!

Everything is already here!

Yes it is. Everything you need is already here inside of you. It might not look like it 
right now, but it is. All of your gifts and talents are right here. The time is now to 
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remember and move from the state of powerlessness and straight into your power, 
which is your birthright. This is what this book is about, reclaiming our innate power 
as women.

If you are a man and are reading these lines, thank you. This book might be helpful 
for you too, because there are many women in your life. Maybe you‘re a father, or a 
husband, and surely you‘re a son. There are female energies living inside of you as well.

Many spiritual or esoteric men live mostly in their female side anyway. If you are one 
of them, this book might be your invitation to reclaim your innate power as a man.

And yet, I am guided to write this book for women! It’s woman speaking to women 
mostly!

Being a Woman in a Manmade world

For way too many women around the world life is a struggle. Also for their men.

They are struggling with health, with their love relationships, with sexuality, with the 
complicated lives in modern societies, with money, with happiness, with connection 
to the spiritual realms, with overworking.

I have this good friend of mine, she works as an employee; she takes care of the 
household and the two small children and so it is that the love between her and her 
husband is over. They are bored with each other and have secret relationships the other 
is not aware of. She is afraid of many things, like driving a car, taking an airplane, be-
coming very sick and not knowing what to do about it. Her life is dull and heavy. She 
told me a couple of days ago that she doesn’t know why she is still alive. I have another 
friend, a very successful businesswoman with a flying career. She just can’t seem to find 
the right partner. She is lonely and drinks a lot of nice alcoholic drinks every evening 
alone in her stylish apartment. She told me she has given up on her love life, some one
night stands are all she gets. She feels more man than woman, without any real satis-
faction inside.
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Statistics show that one in four women is on antidepressants in the western world, 
and women are using anti-anxiety medication at more than twice the rate of men. 
In the past five years, the use of these kinds of medication has gone up 150%. This 
is a lot!

Women also generally suffer from a chronic lack of self-esteem.

In 2011 the Institute of Leadership and Management in the United Kingdom conduc-
ted a survey among the British Business leaders to assess their level of self-worth and 
trust in themselves. Half of the women asked, declared to have low self-esteem and low 
trust in their capabilities and professional future prospects; men were less than a third.
What exactly is going on here? 

What is driving all these “symptoms” of not being fulfilled in oneself?

There is a simple solution.

Be a divine woman again.

Once you are a divine woman again, your man automatically becomes an authentic 
man. If you don’t have a man right now, you will automatically attract him. Divine 
women and authentic men together can change a life of struggle into a life of bliss – 
and it goes quicker and is much simpler than we usually think.

How do we become a divine woman again?

This is what we are guided to discover in this book, together – you; by reading and 
me; by writing.

Just think about it this way:

200 years ago Woman still had no rights.

The first solution was the feminist movement fighting for equality of the sexes. 
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The problem with this movement was that women actually got what they fought for – 
they became equal – to men! 

The solution was to be both, have a great career AND be a sexy, beautiful, passionate, 
an attractive lover and a blessed mother.

The problem with being both was that it was simply too much for one woman and she 
burned out or became sick or her lights went off. 

The solution to that was a whole new age wellness and wellbeing movement with 
thousands of methods and techniques. Do yoga, take antidepressants and do most of 
the other methods too. 

The problem with this was that all of these methods were added on top of the already 
too busy life of a woman.

The solution to this was to do more spiritual work to find ones‘ centre. Eastern me-
thods and philosophies were the key now! 

The problem with this was that all of these teachings were manmade and didn’t really 
work for women.

The solution to this was that women reunited to find their own spiritual teachings. 

However, spiritual teachings are not available to all women, just to the ones on the 
spiritual path. 

The solution now is to redesign our lives the female way, to get together as women in 
circles received by women and through women, for women and with women.

One example of this solution is the Donna Divina Initiation Process, the process my 
daughter Ninya and I have received. A simple and natural process, it is open to all wo-
men, and it has been written into this book so it can be accessible to as many women 
as this world contains. The process can also be lived through our 4-day Donna Divina 
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Initiation Retreat, a once in a lifetime initiation to the feminine. Once reconnected 
to Women’s Wisdom it cannot be forgotten again, and it will naturally be remembered 
and lived deeper and deeper. Life then becomes a unique and utterly significant flow!

The decision

It’s thanks to HER that this book is in your hands. SHE is the author.

If you are now curious to meet Her, I invite you on a journey with me. Keep on rea-
ding and take your time. This is your life and it wants ti be fully lived now. You have 
everything you need already inside. She is guiding you home. Trust, dear Woman, you 
are not alone.

And enjoy the journey.

I look forward to meeting you on the female path,

May She be with you!

Ariane
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“It’s all true! No, I am not crazy the world is! The world doesn‘t have the answers… I 
do! There is nothing to gain, or lose. All is provided. As inside, so on the outside. All 
the struggle to be more, to be different, or better, is only part of the process of realizing 
the truth.”

This book has been written for you. The invitation is to use it as you would use a very 
precious gift coming from the heart of someone dear to you. Put it into a good place 
in your house, where you always have access. Read it through once. Then read little 
bits here and there.

When you feel ready, read it again from the beginning to end, and as you do it this 
time, imagine I am with you and speak back to me. Argue with me. Write letters to me. 
Observe how and what you feel, what moves inside as you are experiencing the impact 
of the words that are on these pages.

Create a safe, sacred place that honours you. Allow yourself to be still, to be present 
and immerse yourself into the exercises and rituals proposed. Allow yourself the space 
and time to do them.

When you have done this, your life has already risen to the next level of awareness. You 
might want to open the book once in a while, on a random page and read the quotes 
or phrases or listen to the songs. You may want to re-explore the rituals within. Each 
chapter has a quote, a song and a ritual that enables you to dive more deeply into Her 
that has been yearning for freedom. You may just find yourself carried away by an 
unexplained energy or vibration which invites you to, look inside yourself, to speak 
truthfully from that deeper place and help find the wisdom and strength to respond to 
whatever you are facing in life right now, naturally.

I have taken on a task I already wrote about earlier. A task I myself thought to be 
impossible. The task to bring the invisible, unspeakable into the visible and actually 
into words. I quite like what it looks like now, and I pray it might serve you. I so wish 
to share the amazing liberation and awakening to the female power I was fortunate 
enough to experience!
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I highly recommend that you:

See, hear, feel, perceive, listen, live and think yourself through this book!

Before I went to school, I was in wonder of creation. During school I was taught to 
forget who I am, and become someone else. I discovered later this someone else was 
a kind of robot. I can only describe it as having lost all of my sensitivity to the truth 
of what is here. The divine woman had been hypnotized by the false truths and pro-
paganda I had allowed myself to be influenced by. To think, for a long time, I had 
lost the connection to this simple truth: eternal love, light and freedom.

I ask you, stop believing in what your parents and schoolteachers told you. They are 
not here anymore to tell you what to do and how to be (at least for the majority of us!). 

I say it again -See, hear, feel, perceive, listen, live and think yourself through this book!

I sincerely wish that your true sense of self, of the She you are, emerges. Everything I 
share here is born from my own direct experience. Take it as a sharing. I am not clai-
ming that I have found the only truth. I am called to share what works well for me and 
what works for my sisters, my fellow Donna Divinas, as well. I invite you to question 
each and every of word. Don’t believe a thing I am writing or saying. Always see and 
feel for yourself, trust your own body wisdom, your own intuition. Ask yourself, does 
this resonate with me?

Be present and be alert. Ask yourself, what is the truth of my own experience?

Now I’d like to share something with you.
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ninyA, PAolA, Alison And i

My daughter Ninya and I never did feel really happy in our lives before coming to meet 
Her, our true nature as women.

I used to be deeply unhappy inside (even if I forced myself to smile on the outside), 
periodically falling out of connection with myself, struggling in my work, in my re-
lationships. I even went through a severe burn out – the modern word for being very 
depressed – where I literally could not move for six whole months; I couldn‘t even 
digest food, I lived like a vegetable. It was like the energy plug had been pulled out of 
my body. 

Before this severe condition, I was always looking for something better, the missing 
piece, something more, every single day. I just wasn’t satisfied with what was in my 
life. In my work, the successes and numbers were just never good enough, the obstacles 
were always too high and I complained often about how stressed I was and how really 
hard life was. How hard it was to make money. How horrible it was to not be able to 
live the life style of my dreams. I really never had enough. I hated myself for this.

In my relationships with men, I would blame them for not cherishing me enough, not 
having enough time for me, not being there when I needed them. I couldn’t stand the 
fact that the men who declared their love for me and wanted to be with me (I have 
had 2 major committed relationships with men so far; I lived for 12 years in a civil 
relationship and now I am married) were never really present for me. They didn’t “feel” 
me like I wanted them to and their behaviour would often make me so angry that I 
screamed at them. I fought against them and there was war in our family. This did not 
improve the situation and made things so hard for my kids. I hated my once beloved 
partners for allowing our love to fall away. To me it was all their fault.

Relationships with my female friends sometimes helped a little but they were also 
rather complicated. I could not trust any woman. I had been repeatedly cheated on and 
betrayed by my “best” girlfriend at the time. She even took my lover away- the ultima-
te betrayal. I saw other women as competition and it was better to keep relationships 
with them on a superficial level.
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There was just stress everywhere in my life. I had to work hard, I was always in the 
process of building a new company, I had no time to relax and on top of this, there was 
the household and family to take care of. I remember coming home one evening, tired 
and stressed from a busy work day, standing in the kitchen, needing to prepare dinner, 
loading the washing machine, tidying up the living room and the kids started fighting 
upstairs. I just exploded and screamed, which of course I suppressed by covering my 
mouth with my hands, and just pulled my hair out instead. I just ran to the bathroom, 
alone, burst into tears and after a while, I pulled myself together enough to get on with 
it. I can handle this, all of this, I told myself.

I couldn‘t, really. I just faked it until my body took the plug out of my system. Then 
I just did not function anymore, for no one, not for my work, not for my family, not 
even for myself.

To get out of this state, I tried every therapy I could get a hold on: traditional medi-
cine in different countries and with different doctors, Ayurveda, acupuncture, Reiki, 
homeopathy, and many other kinds of alternative methods.

I travelled the world to study with the most famous self-healing and self-development 
gurus and visited 124 different seminars and retreats, always wanting to fix myself to 
find health, wealth, happiness and fulfillment.

I studied with enlightened masters of East and West in India, Bali, Italy and Germany.

I retreated in silence. I spoke with horses. I lived in nature.

I really tried everything. All was good and gave me something. But it simply didn’t 
make me happy, healthy or fulfilled.

Until – almost by chance, I stumbled across an initiation process for women which 
today I call the Donna Divina Initiation Retreat. A process received by women, led by 
women, for women and with women.

Was it easy to open up to this new work? Really show myself in the presence of other 
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women? Oh no, it wasn’t! I resisted, I fought; I thought that all these other women 
were crazy. I didn’t trust them, I retreated inside myself and closed down… I felt pain 
everywhere in my body …

I completely understand you if you are feeling the same way now. I‘ve been there too. 
I am asking you now to trust me and to be open to every word in the book! I know it 
sounds like a lot. Take your time. I had to take my time as well. The conditioning that 
had moulded me into who I thought I was really did take time to slowly loosen its grip. 
The wounds inside that I had never tended too were way too painful to expose to the 
“sun” and light at first. The love and magic that happened in the Women’s Wisdom 
Circle was stronger than my resistance. I slowly but surely relaxed and softened and 
then the miracle happened. I came home to Her. I was released!

I discovered that there was nothing wrong with me in the first place. I learned that 
I am simply a woman, finding it hard to live in a manmade, male-dominated world. 
That I, like most women, simply need to redesign my life the female way, a life con-
nected with the powerful woman that lives in our bodies and whose essence is true 
beauty and love. When we reconnect with this woman, our bodies start to shine from 
the inside out again and our lives become whole and fulfilled. This inevitably helps 
our men, our families and our villages and cities, because – maybe you have heard this 
saying before, if Mamma ain’t happy, nobody ain’t!

I have redesigned my life the female way. There is space for me now, even in my house. 
Our family has grown together, in freedom. I follow Her guidance. I connect to Her 
daily.

Today I am living the life of a divine woman. I am free, healthy, happy, fulfilled. I am 
deeply connected to who I really am, waking up every morning with this big smile on 
my face and laughing my way through the day virtually every day, even when it gets 
tough. In fact, I am here at the beach of Corfu taking out time of my busy schedule 
just for myself! I am truly living in my dream.

If challenges arise – and they do, because redesigning our lives the female way is going 
to be lifelong process - then there are my sisters, my fellow Donna Divinas to connect 
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too. We are supporting each other immersed in Women’s Wisdom, this Wisdom that 
lives inside of us.

Ninya and I are way beyond a traditional mother and daughter relationship. We see 
each other’s greatness and we always are ready to support the highest and best in each 
other. It’s like we are always communicating: “I want for you, what you want for you”! 
We share freely about all kinds of topics, concerns and issues. We walk united towards 
the new world, a world full of love and kindness, of oneness and natural strength. 

It worked for me. I am sure it will work for you too!

Ninya

Today I am happy to be who I am, but this wasn’t always the case…

As a very small child, born into the arms of a very young mother, sad and unsatisfied, 
suffering for the many bruises life had dealt her, I ‘got’ it with my first glance: I arrived 
in a “bad world”. The only way to survive here is to be a good girl, to watch from the
sidelines and be careful to not attract any attention. “Don’t worry, Mummy, I am here 
now, I will be nice and sweet and I will make you happy!” these are the words I felt 
inside of me when I looked at my mum. Being humble, serving her, trying to be liked
by her in every way and then inside this never ending sensation that I will never be 
enough for all of this pain, that every fight between her and daddy was connected with 
my own existence. Growing up very timidly, surrounded by mountains, with animals 
as my only friends, the place of freedom were my dreams; the classical dream of my 
prince charming coming to save me from this horrible world being the favorite one. 
On the other hand I just felt shame. I was ashamed to be a woman. I felt shame when 
the young males made fun of me and I felt very ashamed to express myself in any way. 
So I learnt to wear my masques, or better still, many masques, each one perfectly fit-
ting to the changing situations: the timid, the mysterious, the interesting, the “I don’t
care”, the sweet and the serving one who knows how to take care of everyone; the 
masque of the strong and better one who is afraid of nothing … each masque being a 
perfect image to present to the world. An unfailing method to hide the immensity of 
the emptiness behind the whole masquerade … and in spite of it all being loved!
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This emptiness was always awaiting me, lurking behind each corner, an emptiness 
which I have been running from, and feeling inside of me for years … and my way to 
fill the void was the continuous search for signs of love, of approval and adoration. 
A hug, a compliment, a romantic night out, the love and adoration of my mother, 
the flowers, the presents … all of these gave me a brief moment of satisfaction which 
would leave me immediately after, again with the empty void of existence haunting 
me. It didn’t matter how many times they told me that I was beautiful or wonderful. 
No word or action would remain. I was empty and without value. None of my masques
were able to fulfill the task for which I had created them.

Everywhere I was looking for the approval, the right to exist and for years, I wasn’t 
aware of this.

My mother observed me, and let me be, leaving me lost in the search for myself, kno-
wing that I would have learned nothing if she had put obstacles into my way by trying 
to indicate the way to me. I needed to find my own path by myself, inside of me. Today 
I am grateful to her for never pushing me to do things which she thought to be “the 
right thing for me”. It took time. I went through periods of darkness, lost exactly the-
re, at the gnawing mouth of the endless emptiness. Trying to figure out more ways to 
not feel it, because there was no way I’d give myself over to this emptiness. My mother, 
searching for personal growth on her own, looking at me from a distance, gently tried 
to introduce me to some of the methods, but for me, they didn’t work. I did not want
to change, even though I knew that for me there was more available, that I could be 
more of what I was … my little box, safe with all of the unhealthy habits, was much 
too comfortable to open the door and become the woman I am. “What if I will be left 
alone? And what if I will want to give up smoking? And what if I will want to leave my 
boyfriend? And what if I will not like to be with my friends anymore? What will I do? 
… The new world is there, very close, and the distance is just one decision … but no, 
I decide it’s a No! Really I am too afraid of my own light.

One day my mother invited me to another event: “It’s a seminar for women only. I’d 
like to go there together with you and this could be a really nice thing to do together.” 
Ok, I surrender. “Let’s go, mama.” You and me, to a seminar for woman…

Humpf! …
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At first contact everything seems strange, unknown, unbearably sweet and enveloping. 
Then the emptiness. Here it is. The abyss I always ran from. Here I can’t flee, wherever 
I turn there is a mirror. I stop. I surrender. I take the masques off. One after another. 
An abyss of emptiness and pain, extremely strong existential pain: for all of the 4 days, 
I cried through most of the pain I had stored inside, which was separating me from 
myself. I am standing in front of my mother, I allow her to see me as I am, I cannot 
help her, I can’t serve her anymore, I cut myself free from her pain, and I take care 
only of myself. At the end of these days I am a different woman, a woman I had never 
met. My skin feels differently. I look at myself in the mirror and I ask the image, if the
moment to love what I see has arrived … Yes … it’s done. I look at my mother, she is 
a woman and I am a woman too. We are women on the path. I don’t have to serve her 
anymore, I don’t need to please her, I am free to say no, I am free to feel rage and – 
better yet – I am free to be powerful in front of her. She has brought me to the light, 
through her I have entered the world and I will be forever grateful for this gigantic gift 
which I have received, a life … in a woman’s body.

This is how my journey has started and this is how the calling was born to share this 
path with other women. It’s a calling that arrives from ancient times, from the foremo-
thers who came together in the sacred spaces to honour the Goddess that lived inside 
of them.

Today I breathe and smile at life, inside of me: SHE, the sweet Donna Divina, the 
home inside of me, guides my every step, every chapter of my life. I am never alone. 
I have all permission to be truthful. It’s like a fire which burns inside of me, a blind 
intuition. If I listen closely, I know what happens before it happens. I am a woman … 
the whole world is inside of me.

It is within you also, the moment has come to feel Her.

Paola

I would like to briefly tell you my story of the past few years. Exactly ten years ago, 
I was suddenly deaf in my right ear. I was diagnosed with a hearing loss of severe in-
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tensity which fortunately was resolved within a few weeks. Despite this, my life from 
that time was no longer the same, I realized that I had just received a strong signal 
that there was something wrong, and that my body wanted to communicate the great 
discomfort that was inside.

This is when I started to investigate, to try and understand and make sense of what 
had happened to me. After years of reading about and engaging in spiritual practices, I 
finally had the opportunity to participate in my first Donna Divina Initiation Retreat. 
It was an unforgettable experience that changed my life profoundly, and it allowed me 
to find the connection with my woman’s essence.

I still remember with the incredible sensation of realizing that my search had finally 
taken the right direction.

The confusion I had experienced in the preceding period gave way to a great trust and 
gratitude for all that life still had to offer. What has changed is especially the relati-
onship with my woman’s body, who now I perceive as greatly alive and vital as never 
before. My femininity is now expressed freely, because I allow myself to listen to what 
my body wishes to express without judgment.

Thanks to the dancing and the movement, which is triggered by the divine music, my 
body melts and connects to my profound essence, my soul. What I feel in these mo-
ments is a wonderful feeling, magical… being a particle of the universe that moves and 
vibrates in harmony with the whole.

(Because it’s so special I’d like to add that Paola is a retired literature teacher at age 66 and she dances like a 

teenager again.)

Alison

The road that led me home to Me, to the Sacred Woman that lives in my depths, I 
found in Donna Divina. All the experiences in my life had prepared me for this....

So I was sitting in my bathtub not too long ago and it came to me...this is it, now is 
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the time...I am ready to be a Woman now. So you‘re thinking, at 40, you want to be a 
woman? At 20 you were already a woman! What have you been doing all these years?

Can I just admit that it is only now that I can really feel and live the Woman inside? 
The raw, passionate, free, intuitive, wise, warrior-queen, loving, all-encompassing 
Goddess in me. 

She lives inside me, ready to manifest. What has been holding Her back has just been 
layers and layers of stuff that just needed its time to undo. I discovered old habits, 
schemes of behaviour, inherited ideas and beliefs, learned from others and photocopi-
ed in my life. I could see scenes from my early childhood replaying in my own family 
now, fears from my childhood and adolescence blocking me as an adult, and the built-
up anger of it all bubbling through. In my relationship with my husband, I started 
to see those patterns showing through, based on emotions born from my relationship 
with my father, I saw the expectations written in the cement of mind, tripping me up 
constantly, creating huge disappointment and frustration. I could see my own insecu-
rities and doubt over my worth reflected in my teenage daughter‘s life. I could feel the 
rage surging through my body, wanting to control all those around me, feeling despe-
rately like if it didn‘t go in this one particular way, then I am a failure...as a woman, as 
a mother, as everything. How severely I judged myself, how severely I judged others. 

I didn‘t want these things covering me up anymore. One lampshade at a time was just
disappearing, my consciousness awake and bright, no longer blind and deaf to this 
life. No more bullshit, cover-ups, faking it, ignoring myself and my inner feeling. No 
more judging, criticizing myself. It‘s a process that has been going all my life, it‘s true. 
I can remember as a child, this yearning to just be ME. There just wasn‘t the space. 
At school, with friends, this outside force was mounding me to fit in with the society 
around me. Being different was just so uncomfortable! And so, the truth of who I am 
got hidden in a small corner of my being, afraid to show her true light and essence. 
Every now and again, small sparks would come through but it was not enough. I even
tried to follow the course that “everyone else” took, and the results were disastrous for 
me.

I woke up. At a certain point in my life, with the birth of my fourth child, something 
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shifted and a series of events brought me to freedom. I opened up to the Journey*, an 
intense and profound work on liberation, liberation from past emotions and traumas 
that were still attached to me. Then came Journey Woman and that was the first taste 
of the free and true Alison that I knew down deep inside, and it was so delicious to live 
this! And then Donna Divina....

Donna Divina was an exquisite state of being for me. It was magic. As soon I entered 
into the energy, all these layers just dropped off immediately and I entered into ME...
an infinite, unconfined expanse all to be discovered! I felt so connected to all things 
around me, inside me, and the power coming from my depths was surging through. 
Yes, finally!!! I have been wanting this for so long! My body came alive, all my cells 
were vibrating with this delightful music. All of me was celebrating! I could look into 
the eyes of the other women with me, and I could see straight into their own exquisi-
te essences, free and open. And it was so clear... this is Divine work, and this is what 
women need.

How was it after the retreat? Going back to the “real world”? Well, I remember the
drive home and stopping in a rest area. I felt like a Goddess walking through the 
crowds, my energy vibrating all out. It was still so fresh and alive. With time, the 
world and its business and ideas do have its effect. But now, it can take only a second 
for me to reconnect with that same power and energy, the Divine Woman that lives in 
me, and then I can rest in and move from that. And you know, life happens, challenges 
come up, and I can say that I am living this so much better now. I am embracing all 
that comes, knowing that in my power as a Divine Woman in this life, I am cocreating
my reality. The two biggest obstacles, being a Victim and Judgment, have fallen away. I
thank Donna Divina for this.

Now, enjoy the song below and then let’s get started! Just turn the page…

the Peace Chant, Jennifer steed

https://www.dropbox.com/s/9e4uxaz7y9z0ztg/JENNIFER%20STEED%20-%20The%20Peace%20Chant.mp3?dl=0
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„The true miracle is not walking on water or walking 
in air, but simply walking on this earth.“

thiCh nhAt hAnh

Donna Divinas all around the world, if you hear them speak, they often use the word 
“She” and “Her”.

So who is She, really?

The easiest way to comprehend who She really is – is by understanding who She is not.

She is not unhappy, unhealthy, lonely, bitter, full of rage and resentment, frustrated, 
without resources, disconnected, lamenting, hateful, revengeful, competitive, playing 
small, faking it, lying, taking more than she needs, unloving, harsh, hard, shut down, 
depressed, poor, helpless, jealous, a victim, controlling and in control, full of shame, 
hiding, fearful, anxious, panicky...are you getting the picture yet?

She is no victim. She is no abuser. She is no slave. She is no egocentric being concerned 
only with her own survival.

There are two entities living inside of you, in your inner world, living you, making 
your heart beat and making you react and act. And if you are ready and willing to be 
quiet for a moment, you can easily find out for yourself who those entities are.

We like to call them She and you.

She - the true Self - the Higher self, the soul.

You - the false Self - the Lower Self, the personality (or ego).

The real question is: who is She and who are you?
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In your inner world lives a grand, great big She. The divine woman. For most of us, 
She is well hidden, cornered or imprisoned. Most of us are living the little, small, sca-
red and often dysfunctional you. This is really who you are not.

So again, who is it you are not?

As women, most of us have forgotten who we truly are. When we were really small, we 
looked up to our mothers and grandmothers, maybe sister(s), and copied them. The 
woman we are today, our identity, is a mix of all the female stimuli of our childhood, 
our teenage years and young women years. Of course we are not replicas of the women 
in our family, because we also had girlfriends, teachers, and all the time in school who 
helped give us the concept of the woman we are today.

The little “you” lives in the head, in our mind. Some call this our personality, our 
identity. This you is a concept of who we needed to be in order to be able to survive.

Also men “helped” us to form our identity. There is a whole bunch of confusion inside 
us, of who this woman we are today has to be. Television, movies and well-studied 
publicity contributed to form the image of the woman we really are not. There is no 
way we can be all of this. Sexy, wild, and loving, and at the same time, beautiful and 
well-dressed like a fashion model. Successful, powerful, and gentle, supporting every-
one and everything from the behind the scenes. Healthy, sportive, fit, and a mother of 
many children. Supersensual, supersweet, superunderstanding, supercaring. Most of us 
are trying to be the identity, the ideal, the images, the you, without ever questioning 
its origin, its sanity, or even its truth.

When you were born and entered this world, you remembered who She is. There was 
no You at that moment. This is She. The real You. Let’s call her the big You, the You 
or She with the capital letters. Do you remember Her?

Most of us don’t. There is a part in us which remembers everything, every moment of 
our life. Sometimes, or spontaneously in an altered moment, like during an accident, 
or through specific meditative and therapeutic practices, or in a silent moment with 
ourselves, we access this force. Then we remember.
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When you were born, you were pure love... a shining diamond coming into this world, 
pure, innocent, beautiful, simply amazing. There was nothing wrong with you. Then 
the world presents itself in the form of hospital, doctors, parents, family, siblings, edu-
cation, belief systems, you name it, and this entered into your timeless, spacious pure 
Beingness. They didn’t mean to do you any harm, they simply were already disconnec-
ted from their own true Being (from the She with the capital letters). Thus it happened 
that all these false identities entered you. They were all meaning well, wanting to help 
you to survive in this complex world, yet they actually served to disconnect you from 
your true Being, or essence, or She.

She never gives up. She continues to call you home. She is the real You. She is the 
missing piece in your life. She is calling you to allow Her to be embodied again. Once 
you live from Her, your true being, your life is fantastic. Nothing is missing then. She 
lives inside of every woman.

She is warm, hot, mysterious, vast, gentle, infinite, full of light, shining, full of fra-
grance, eternal, blissful, crazy, lively, free, fit, intangible, all-embracing, strong, shy, 
hidden, loving, fiery and fresh. She is love itself in all possible forms.

Why have we lost contact to Her?

She retreated to a safe, hidden place inside of us in order to be able to survive. Five 
thousand years of female repression – it wasn’t safe for Her to be seen, to be allowed 
in, to be expressed.

She is not gone though, she is just hidden and cornered and covered up by our “you”, 
the personality, the false identity. The one you might think you are right now, but She 
is actually the truth of your being.

The good news is that we are, as humanity, at a threshold. The time has come and it‘s 
now; the time for women to come home to their female potential and power, to live 
as an expression of the Woman with capital W, who She really is. We are now shif-
ting from the old paradigm of male predomination into an age of female energies, of 
healing and union.
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Most women are feeling this already. And some men are too. The freedom sisters before 
us accomplished so much with the women’s liberation movement in the outer world. 
Do you know that the first right for women to vote was only implemented in 1893 in 
New Zealand? 1918 in Germany, 1945 in Italy, and in Saudi Arabia they will not be 
eligible to vote until 2015. Even more incredible, until the early 1800s in many Wes-
tern countries due to some confusion within the Christian religion, it was not clear if 
women even officially had a soul. In some of the world’s religions today, it’s still not 
clear if women are as worthy as men spiritually, or otherwise.

All these conditionings are real. They happened and sadly continue to happen. Women 
were somehow less, in second place, behind. You may be aware of them or not. It ma-
kes no difference at all. They are in our cells, in our cell memories.

Sonia finds who she is – Her!

„Is She with you always?“

Yes, She is with me in every single day of my life and in everything I do and say she 
is always there. Sometimes it happens that I don’t speak and remain in silence. I am 
waiting for Her to answer from within. If I had spoken before, it wouldn’t be Her that 
answered.

“How did you find Her?”

This fantastic Donna Divina Retreat was the most beautiful thing I ever treated myself 
to. I was ready to change everything, to let go of it all with serenity and complete awa-
reness. I get goosebumps just remembering it. I knew that Sonia, my identity, would 
not be there anymore afterwards and in spite of this I threw myself into it.

Allowing the remaining bits of my little I to speak, I’d say that I feel more fear now at 
the thought of doing a re-sit at another Donna Divina Initiation Retreat. Now I know 
the power, but before I had no idea. I wasn‘t aware of the power of Her homecoming.
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I found myself between sisters and I felt protected. At a certain point, I entered this 
circle held by women with open hearts and I entered to find myself. I cannot really de-
scribe what happened; it’s an energetic thing, a magic which happened when I opened 
the door to my inner world... I allowed, I surrendered and in the presence of the other 
women the reconnection, I dare say, the awakening, just “happened” - this circle func-
tioned like an accelerator of transformation. I remember the surprise in the realization
that She had always been there. She was there and waited for the occasion to return in 
all of Her glory! For my whole life She had been told that She was wrong, She wasn’t 
allowed, She was too much … and then suddenly – “bang” – She returned with all of 
Her glory. She was beautiful, perfect in Her imperfection, consistent in Her inconsis-
tency and in all of this She started to live Her life exactly as it should be, the life which 
She was born for …

She whispered to me: “BEING HAPPY is the only important thing:”

“How do you “perceive” Her?”

In the time after the Donna Divina Initiation Retreat, She was like a hurricane, a 
swollen river. She swept away everything, all of what wasn’t needed anymore. I went 
through personal experiences that would never have manifested if it wasn’t for Her 
power and Her determination, and inner experiences which I will remember for the 
rest of my life (in a very positive sense). She has completely awed me because She ma-
nifested everything around Her, in “my” life, with such complete perfection. Divine 
perfection, I’d call it!

Now we are completely integrated, She is me and I am Her, always, two faces of the 
same coin. We balance each other and I can‘t really describe how exactly we interact, 
we are just One. My life is now guided by instinct and intuition, there is not much 
thought at all; I allow myself to see the divine design in everything I do, in every si-
tuation I live. Everything is perfect as it is. May I share a few more words? “Learn the 
lesson and let go, don’t allow it to become a personal quest. Take what you need and 
let the rest go with serenity. It’s really worth it!”
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“Joy is what happens to us when we allow ourselves
to recognize how good things really are.“

MAriAnne WilliAMson

“There is a magic that happens when women come together and are open; it’s like we 
effortlessly remember a temporarily forgotten language deep within our bones,” says 
Ninya. 

Both Ninya and I strongly believe that all transformation, whether it’s more wealth, 
better health or happier relationships, begins within. But, sometimes we are not even 
aware of the issues and sabotaging beliefs that hold us back.

These issues prevent us from receiving all the blessings we deserve and are rightly 
ours. If these unconscious beliefs and energies are not addressed, we block abundance, 
health, expression and creativity. We might continue the search on the outside, by 
reading books and following spiritual masters, yet it’s the divine woman within that is 
calling us home! This is where the answer lies.

The journey back to Her is different for each woman.

When Bettina arrived at the retreat, she was actually wondering why she had signed 
up in the first place. This is something that happens again and again. As women, ta-
king out time of our busy schedule, just for ourselves, not for anyone else, not for any 
certification, or service we’ll achieve to take care of others, but just for us, seems to be 
the hardest thing. At the same time it’s the most important thing. It doesn’t matter if 
you come to a retreat or if you do the sacred work in the safety and comfort of your 
home – do it.

As you start to shine in Her light everyone around you will shine back as a reflection. 
Actually, working hard to improve the lives of others, putting all our attention outside 
of ourselves, on the “other” – which as women we are immensely well trained in – 
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oftentimes is a waste of energy. The only woman you can change is yourself. Changing 
yourself automatically changes your world.

The following seven steps to your female power, beauty, fulfillment and love are to be 
walked by you – not by others. Then you will really make a difference on this planet.

Bettina’s story …

“Prior to the retreat, I thought I was a privileged, free and fully emancipated woman 
– a leader in my chosen profession. I felt no need to work on ‘women’s stuff ’, and had 
no conscious recollection of issues my mother, grandmother and great-grandmother 
had faced and unwittingly passed on to me.

It was a shock to discover that, deeply hidden away, I had a whole web of belief systems 
around relationships with other women, inferiority complexes and hidden ‘certainties’ 
about what life as a woman must be like. I was, unconsciously, repeating ancient un-
healthy patterns from my woman ancestors. I was putting myself second, playing small 
and wasn’t free at all.

Once I’d opened up to this, I realized I actually needed to be in a supportive environ-
ment with other women to access and remove these unhealthy patterns. So much was 
revealed to me in this first retreat; I let go of envy, rage and other hidden emotions, 
mainly around not being a mother. I came to a place of peace and completion, deeply 
rooted in my full power.

After the retreat, my whole being changed. This Wise Women’s work has enriched my 
life enormously, as has learning to listen to my body and be in an atmosphere of accep-
tance with other women.”

Fiorenza’s story

“How much my life has changed! I find myself in a current of changes and am enjo-
ying every single one of them! Now I‘ve stopped fighting against the flow of changes 
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and just ride the tide… wow, I noticed I am able to surf! Words from Donna Divina 
come to mind, words that sounded impossible just a few months ago and now? Now I 
am chairwoman of my own club, I do what I like, I feel content and self-realized, and 
most important: I realized I’m able to do all these things on my own. I don’t need the 
man I thought everything depended on, no, not at all, not even a tiny little bit am I 
in need of him. Actually, since he left everything has become easy- my gratitude is so 
huge and all-embracing that I can’t find enough ways to express it!” 

My story 

“It wasn’t until I’d read the Wise Woman’s Retreats flier for the fifth time that I rea-
lized I hadn’t felt fulfilled and joyful in as long as I could remember. I booked a place 
for myself and my daughter, Ninya. Ladies, were we in for a ride! 

I discovered I’d had been living on male energy. Though I was a strong woman, I had 
been in leadership roles my whole life, I discovered that I didn’t really understand or 
know what being a woman actually meant. I was quick to judge other women as ‘weak’, 
even though inside I was burning out from a total lack of soft, feminine energy. At the 
retreat, I discovered my inner truth for the first time, and learned how to speak that 
truth, then live it. 

My whole life has now changed for the better. Joy has returned to my body and soul, 
and I feel free to be a woman in a woman’s body. What’s more, I found my life’s calling 
and the courage to move to the next level. To this day I still experience the fulfillment 
of that retreat, and – the biggest gift of all – my daughter and I transcended the con-
ditioned ‘mother/daughter’ roles and now live in harmony and freedom. We’ve even 
started to work together!”

Feedback from Beatrice, Laura, Maria and Monica

“The Donna Divina Process is powerful, incredible, a discovery and a confirmation 
after a long, long waiting time … I found myself again thanks to the presence of the 

the seven natural steps to live 
as a divine woman on earth
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other women; I dissolved ancient blocks and mental and physical taboos.” Beatrice

“The people I meet can really see a new light inside me and keep telling me how beau-
tifully it radiates - I have new charisma!” Maria

“I healed basic wounds, birth traumas were finally lifted and I feel like ME at last. Life 
without concepts and theories. I am living life in the flesh, in my flesh of the divine 
woman’s dimension, of being a woman. I faced sadness and fear, ancient fears, invited 
them to the surface, allowed them to be there, dealt with them and I won.” Monica

“This retreat is very beautiful and deep! Every woman should have access to this expe-
rience once in her life! I discovered that I am capable of going deep, really deep inside 
of me where I find strength and joy which I can easily express.” Laura

Whether you feel called to join us at a live retreat or you prefer to start your individual 
journey at home, the seven natural steps to your female power work for every woman. 
It’s up to you to walk them. They are natural and simple, and yes, that doesn’t make 
them easy. They require a longing inside, an intention to reach to Her and they need 
some of your time and an openness to dive into your inner world. All I can do in this 
book is inspire you. The steps are yours to be taken.

Are you willing to live a free life, full of deep love, happiness, fulfillment, health, ab-
undance and joy?

Of course, you might reply. Well, then let’s get started. We already have gone through a 
lot of preparation. I pray that it is your lucky destiny to actually “walk the talk” – walk 
the steps - and reconnect to Her!

the seven natural steps to live 
as a divine woman on earth
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How disconnected we usually live! 

Miriam and I were very close friends, born in the same year and our daughters were 
born in the same year. Our daughters were best friends. We lived close to each other, 
as neighbours. We met every day for a brief chat, while we accompanied our daughters 
and later also our sons to school. Sometimes we would even stop and have breakfast 
together, and some other times we would go out in the evening, to dance and celebrate. 
From the outside we looked to be deeply connected.

In reality - none of us ever shared the full truth about our lives with each other. We 
would talk a lot in our daily meetings, and mostly it was about our relationships. So-
metimes we even shared deep conversations. None of us ever spoke about how we really 
felt. There was a thin glass lid on our true feelings. I did not know that Miriam was 
deeply unhappy with her husband, who had a drinking problem and treated her badly. 
She did not know that I struggled with the abortion and even went through a suicidal 
phase. Each of us was alone in her pain and isolation. None of us had the chance to 
truly support the other. We both settled for a traditional disconnected friendship.

Years after, when we both had gone through separation from our partners and life had 
forced us to open and really share, we felt sad about the past, because we were actually 
so willing to support each other, if only we had known the truth.

This is rather normal in our modern society. Women mostly come together on the 
surface, take time to release a bit of the inner pressure by complaining, talking about 
others – usually in a more negative way. Many times they fake happiness and serenity, 
even in the presence of other women, while underneath something else is bubbling up. 
They say their lives are going well and they are fine, when they aren’t. Let’s stop this 
here and become real. Speak the truth, stop the cover up. It’s about time.

the seven natural steps to live 
as a divine woman on earth
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General outline of the Seven Natural Steps

The Donna Divina Initiation Process step by step as described in the following chap-
ters and it’s enough for you to make the transition into your full glory - it’s all in the 
open and in this book, a kind of “do it yourself guide” for women at home!

Step 1 – Truth – my truth – The Truth

Rediscover what your truth is, how to speak your truth, how to feel the truth and then 
the miracle: the truth sets you free! Experience freedom from the invisible inner cage.

Step 2 – “Women are emotional”

Reclaim the power and energy lost from useless and consuming emotions. Live your 
life again instead of being lived by repressed emotions from the past, just like a ro-
bot. Learn to distinguish between feelings and emotions. Set yourself free by trusting 
your feelings and processing your emotions. Learn to apply a simple and ancient tool 
to reclaim your own precious life energy – and flow freely and effortlessly with life. 
Experience how to implode emotions and find instant freedom. Become familiar with 
“E-Purification” and use this tool in your daily life.

Step 3 – Jump into Her

Explode roles and conditionings, come out of the rigid “how you thought you had to 
be” and jump right into your true female essence. Honour this sacred female body and 
come back to actually live inside the body. Learn how to use it as a sacred instrument. 
No more refusing, ignoring or judging it. Learn how health and wellbeing are restored 
in the body. Prepare the temple for Her... SHE, your female essence is knocking at 
your body‘s door – and you are letting Her in!

Step 4 – Hell, the doorway to paradise

Make friends with your shadow – love her so much that She will release you. Dance 
through your worst fear, your worst judgment, your worst secret, your worst “No Go 
Zone”, the worst place inside yourself that you’ve fought to keep hidden until your last 
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breath – or you have not even been aware of its existence. Simply surrender through it 
all and arrive right into paradise, living as Her.

Step 5 – The Magic Mirror

Look into the Magic Mirror. See yourself as Her and anchor the truth of who you re-
ally are – until it is an unforgettable, rooted reality. Reclaim your throne as the Queen 
you have always been.

Step 6 – Celebration as a way of life

Celebrate, savour, enjoy, and live a graceful life, every day, right here, right now. Bring 
your shining beauty to the world around you, as a gift for whoever has the privilege to 
meet you.

Step 7 – The connection secret

Connect, remain connected and reconnect.

how
never to
lose
yourself
Again.

Practice living the amazing woman you are until it becomes natural. Commit to con-
tinue and nurture the real you – Her, right here, right now.

These are the steps we will now walk together. Our journey starts here. I hope you are 
as excited and curious as I am right now. If there is a voice in your head telling you 
that you can’t do this, it’s too much, too difficult, too strong, or that you don’t un-
derstand what this is all about, or that you’ll never make it, just relax. It’s natural that 
resistance comes up at this point. Many women before you have walked these steps and 
felt just like you. Every adventurous journey may seem frightening in the beginning. It 
becomes easy if you focus on one little step at a time. There is no rush. The timing is 
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completely up to you. How far and how deep you want to go is all your choice. There is 
magic between these pages, even just reading them will already change your life. Read
on! Enjoy! Take your time! So now - let’s allow Her to come in and make this world a 
more beautiful place!

Step 1 - The Truth

“Speak the truth, even if it hurts. Speak it to yourself, speak it out loud. Then speak it 
to others. Then to the world. Then live it. Then you’ll fly!

The pain will last just for a short while. Living a lie could keep you imprisoned for a 
long, long time.”

Carlo came home late again that night. Angelina had not expected anything else, really. 
Inside of her, rage and resentment was consuming her. “He doesn‘t love me anymore. 
I know it, I sense it, I feel it! What have I done to deserve this?”

The dinner was cold on the table. Angelina had left it there after she had eaten with 
the kids, who were already sleeping upstairs. Now she was sitting on the couch, with 
an untouched book she so wanted to read but couldn‘t concentrate on. The mix of 
emotions and feelings inside her made it impossible to take in anything else. Even her 
tiredness was gone, after her long hours in the office and working at home. Now she 
faked to be deeply immersed in her book.

Carlo closed the front door and walked towards her. He softly asked, “Hello, how are 
you, my sweet one?”

Angelina could not take it any longer. Although she had promised to herself that she 
would not show any sign of disapproval, that she would be nice and friendly, the force 
of her repressed emotions flooded her being.

She jumped from the couch.

“Don’t call me ‚sweet one‘! Don’t even dare to call me that again!”
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Her words cut into the evening silence like a sword. Her face was twisted with rage, 
resentment and pain. She was ready to fight.

Fight... against what? She didn‘t know. All she felt was that she just needed to let out 
some of the pressure that was consuming her inside.

Carlo took a step backwards. He was clearly uncomfortable. Yes, he had expected her 
to be a little unhappy because he was late again. On the other hand, there was just so 
much work to do. Time flew in his office. The new business was growing really well 
now. Why couldn‘t she understand that he was working long hours for them? To make 
their lives more comfortable.

The evening took a turn that none of them had expected.

Carlo felt he was too tired to fight, justify and defend his position like he would have 
done usually when he felt attacked for doing what he felt he had to do.

Instead he just sat down on the easy chair in front of Angelina. He remained silent.

Angelina took some deep breaths. Why the heck was he not answering? How could he 
just sit there? The level of rage inside her was rising to an unexpected high. She was 
ready to throw things at this man sitting in silence in front of her... a man she once 
loved so deeply.

Carlo sighed. He could sense her tension.

He asked this simple question: “Angelina, what is the truth here?”

Angelina gasped. The truth of what?

Somehow the words entered her mind. What is the truth? Yes, what was the truth? 
What was really going on in their lives?

Carlo remained still and observed her. Then he continued: “If it‘s okay with you, I’d 
like to share what my truth is.”
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He waited. Angelina had visibly calmed down and clearly something had shifted in-
side. It took her some time though until she was ready to say something.

“Ok”, she nodded.

Carlo cleared his throat. He then spoke about himself. About how tired he was wor-
king these long hours. About how much he cared about her. About how he was sorry 
to be late again and that he really wished for an easier life for the whole family, and 
this is what made him work so much. He told her that sometimes he felt that his life 
was just too hard, there was just work. What had happened to their love? There was 
not enough time to take care of it all. He told her how much it hurts him to see her so 
full of rage, always ready to fight him. That he really does the best he can do. When 
he comes home, he longs for some peace, some love to share, so that his working life 
could have some meaning.

Angelina could not believe her ears. Carlo had never spoken to her like this before. 
Tears welled in her eyes. All of the rage was gone.

When Carlo had finished, Angelina spoke:

“Carlo, I am wondering what happened to our love. I really think that you don’t love 
me anymore. I feel the same way...our lives are hard, there is so much work. After my 
half days at the office, I rush home, prepare lunch for the kids, spend time with them 
and then prepare dinner. Sometimes it just feels too much. You are coming home later 
every night. I feel, just like you do, that it makes no sense to go on like this. It makes 
me angry and sad that we don’t have time for ourselves.”

She paused. There was a truth she did not have to courage to speak about. She felt it 
pressing at her throat. She had kept it a secret, afraid of hurting Carlo. Afraid to even 
admit it to herself.

This unexpected turn of events (instead of the usual bickering and then going to bed 
frustrated, as it had been for the past weeks) somehow lifted a lid and set something 
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free. She felt like it was now or never! She called upon all of her courage and said the 
words...

“Carlo, there is something I haven’t told you. There is a new man in my life. Nothing 
serious, please stay calm. He is a very beautiful man, inside and out. I meet him every 
morning at work, during breaks. He gives me so much attention, and makes amazing 
compliments. I‘m afraid that I am falling in love with him.”

Silence settled in the house. The vulnerable truth stood between them. Angelina felt 
shaky.

Carlo sighed heavily.

Angelina already regretted to have spoken the full truth. Half-truth would have been 
enough. Now everything was on the line; it all depended on Carlos’ reaction. She had 
certainly gone too far. Why? Why did she do that? Nobody ever spoke the full truth, 
why her?

She went on: “Carlo, I wish I didn’t just say what I said! I am sorry, I don’t mean to 
hurt you. This is the truth. This is what really makes me so angry when you come 
home later and later, because out there, there actually are men who make me feel like 
a woman, who want to take time for me. And then here at home, there is emptiness. I 
don‘t really feel like you love me or appreciate the woman I am.”

Now, would you like to hear a happy ending? Come on, be truthful!

Don‘t you wish you had a man like Carlo around, understanding, calm, asking the 
right questions in the right moment? Doing everything he can to make his woman and 
family happy?

Well, Carlo is an invented character, I am sorry. The good news is, men like this do 
exist! Don’t become discouraged… it all depends on you. Yes, on your inner world. On 
who you are inside. As inside, so outside.

Angelina is brave, isn’t she? She speaks the truth, even though it is hard, because only 
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the truth will set us free. The full truth, not the half-truth.

Angelina was ready to fight against Carlo, thus damaging their relationship even more. 
She was putting all the blame on Carlo’s behaviour because he was the one coming 
late at night so often. Actually, she was a big part of the problem. She had not spoken 
the truth when it was the time for it. None of them had. Neither of them spoke about 
their lives taking a turn into the wrong direction, into a direction of disconnection 
and lack of love. It was felt inside and there it remained. It had taken the appearance 
of another man to signal and remind Angelina of her own unmet needs. If Carlo would 
have been truthful at the right moment, he probably would have changed his working 
habits before allowing this burden on his life to become so big, making him feel tired 
and overwhelmed.

If only truth could be spoken in families, this world would take a whole new turn!

Unfortunately from when we are very little, we are conditioned to live with half-truths 
or even with lies. Maybe this sounds familiar to you...

Your mother is speaking badly about a friend of hers to another friend and you happen 
to be in the room. You are little. You listen and can’t understand why your mother 
speaks badly about someone she hugs regularly and calls her friend. You go to your 
mother and ask her. She blushes, feels ashamed and out of this emotion says in a stern 
voice, “This is none of your business. Go to your room!”

Now, you have learned that it’s not okay to ask questions and that adults speak half-
truths and lies. Year after year, you observe this behaviour until you take it as normal. 
Growing up, the same behaviour happens to you too, almost like a habit, and here we 
go. What is the truth now? Do we like this friend or don’t we? 

The truth is inside. You are the only one who knows if the words “I love you” spoken 
to another person in reality are true or half true, or a lie. Only you pay the price.

Why? Because as we have explored in a former chapter “Smart books only make you 
more stupid.”You are the creator of your life. Well, not you, but She. She cannot do 
much if you keep her locked inside and allow your conditioned “you” to continue to 
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create suffering through halftruths and lies in your life. She just loves the truth, even 
the uncomfortable one.

Angelina and Carlo, now for the first time in months, have a real chance to come close 
to each other again. Until they did not say the truth first to themselves and then to 
each other, they were separated by tiny, invisible walls, like lids covering up the flow 
of life. Underneath the cover up‘s destruction worked silently. Destruction actually 
serves a higher purpose and that is to bring you back to the beautiful flow of a truth-
ful, free life. If you have been in a relationship, you probably sense or know what I 
am addressing here. Love only flowers in freedom. Repressed truth festers deep inside. 
If Angelina, being responsible for her life and her inner world, had let Carlo know 
immediately that she had feelings for another man and thus giving both of them the 
freedom, respect and love to explore the truth together, she wouldn‘t have had to carry 
all the weight of the situation by herself. She wouldn‘t have had to live day after day 
with her unhappiness growing and festering inside, becoming even more hurtful to 
herself. As a blessing for both, the moment of truth arrives. The air in the relationship 
cleans and clears and love is possible again. True, free, open love.  The truth sets An-
gelina and Carlo free. 

When I was a child, the conditioning I received from my parents was to be afraid to 
make mistakes. If I made a mistake, I would receive a punishment. At school this was 
reconfirmed. If I made a mistake, I’d get a bad vote or a note from the teacher.

I wanted to please everyone as a little girl, so making mistakes was something to be 
avoided at all costs. I started to cover up my mistakes. How? By first speaking half-
truths and then by “professionally” lying, telling all kinds of invented stories, woven 
together to gently or strongly distort, adjust, mend the reality of what had actually 
happened. 

As an example, once I had played with my friends and we came into the possession 
of some really neat coulored pens and we wrote our first words (we were about 7 or 
8 then) on the ground, on the cement walls, and then we drew pictures and had all 
kinds of fun. We went to the white walls of the high rise apartment building I lived in 
and with a lot of care and effort I wrote my full name in a beautiful orange colour on 
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the wall. We laughed about the beauty of the writing and then went on to play ano-
ther game. I forgot all about the incident. A couple of days later a neighbour came to 
our door and spoke in a very serious tone with my parents. They then called me and 
asked me if I had written my name on the wall. I immediately said: “No, I’d never do 
something like this!” feeling the terror running through my little body. Did I make a 
mistake? These adults looked very stern and dangerous. They asked me again. I replied 
again, no, I would never do something like this. They then walked me to the wall. 
As I stood in front of the writing and heard my mother saying, “Yes, this is Ariane’s 
handwriting”, I said to them: “No, it’s not, I have not been here, I don’t play here! We 
always play somewhere else.” With much fervor and intensity I started telling a longer, 
invented story of what we play and where we go, and who is with us, using all of my 
energy to change their focus and make them believe my story, my “truth” in a “perfect 
child” world.

It didn’t work this time, as it had many times before. My mother insisted that the wri-
ting on the wall was my handwriting without any doubt and I got severely punished, 
first for writing my name on the wall and second for lying. I still remember the pain 
of the punishment and the many lonely hours in my room when I wasn’t allowed to go 
out to play for several seemingly endless days. I had worsened my condition by lying. 
The truth is that I lied so much that I lost contact with which version was the real one. 
What had actually happened? I couldn’t tell the difference between story and reality. 
As a kid I lost many friends as a consequence of my different versions of reality. This is 
how, early in my life, I discovered the price to pay for speaking half-truth or lies. For 
faking it. For confusing reality. For not standing in the truth.

The price we pay is losing contact with ourselves, with our power, with Her.

Reclaiming our power means moving back into the truth. The Truth of what happened, 
the truth of what we feel, without any cover ups, with courage and integrity. Facing, 
being, living in the truth means taking responsibility for our lives. Being responsible 
– responding and understanding our behaviour, our actions, our experiences. Finding 
the answers to life. Dancing with life, as ourselves.

As long as we blame someone else for what is happening to us, we are victims. I guess 
you know what I am addressing here. Angelina felt she was a victim to the lack of love 
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and presence from Carlo. Actually, she wasn’t. She was well on her way to creating love 
in her life but blamed Carlo for her rage. Maybe she felt the rage because she was lying 
to herself... who knows?

What I am certain about, as my own direct experience has taught me... the truth will 
set you free. Taking responsibility for your life will set you free.

As women in this society, we are collectively well-trained in faking it. It has been a 
survival mechanism. (As a side note: think of the worldwide phenomenon of women 
faking orgasms. It has almost become an art form!)

Standing in truth, the most essential thing on earth, might not come so easily. Espe-
cially because most of us have denied our own truth to ourselves for such a long time 
and opening up to it all at once, might seem too much.

Take one step at a time, each day.

The truth will not only set you free, it will also bring you back into alignment with 
existence. There is no better place on earth in my experience. In alignment life moves 
in the flow, effortless. Heaven and earth support you and you are a channel between 
them. It’s definitely worth it!

Here is our Donna Divina Recipe for finding your way back to the truth:

Ministep 1 - Find the truth inside

Ministep 2 - Write it down

Ministep 3 - speak it, even if it’s risky and hurts

Ministep 4 - live in the truth

Taking one step after the other, you will naturally start to live in truth, love the truth, 
become a lover of truth and then enjoy a truthful life, standing in your power and  li-
ving as a true Donna Divina!
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There might be fear of the full truth. It’s natural. Angelina was in fear. She was terrified 
of the possibility of losing Carlo as a consequence of expressing her truth. Would it not 
be better to lose Carlo and move on to the love of her life and be happy every day than 
not to speak the truth and be unhappy every day? Maybe both of their hearts opened 
thanks to the truth rising between them and they fell in love again and the other man 
friend of Angelina just remained a friend. Who knows? The truth brings movement, 
freedom and life. Whatever will come out of Angelina’s and Carlo’s story, thanks to the 
truth, can only be better than living in a blocked situation full of halftruths.

There might be resistance to open to the truth. It’s natural. For most of us staying in 
the shadow zone, or in our comfort zone, it‘s much safer here than risking standing out 
there in the sun of life. Many times our comfort zone is a sort of half-life of compromi-
ses. For some reason, we prefer them instead of a full-life of truth. Simply because for 
many of us it is better, safer, more familiar and more comfortable to live in the warm 
cosy s**t of our grey everyday situations than in the open, unknown, free, colourful 
soaring freedom of truth.

It’s about time to take the first step, into the truth. It’s a big one! It’s one of the most 
important steps of the Donna Divina Process.

It’s all about you and it’s all up to you. It’s about your innermost truth, your story in 
this woman’s body. How did your life go? How did you perceive it, feel it, live it? Your 
truth, not anyone else’s. Not how “they” wanted you to be. How have you lived, per-
ceived your life as a woman, how are you living and perceiving your life in this female 
body of yours right now? What is the full truth? Let’s forget about half-truths right 
now!

Now that you arrived here at the end of this page, maybe you are asking yourself, and 
now how? How become truthful, aligned, light and most beautiful?

Simple. You are not alone, we can do this together. It doesn’t matter if on these pages 
or in a live Donna Divina Circle.
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You are ready to give a little time to yourself every day to meet HER, I know it. You 
are ready to gift yourself 10 minutes per day to immerse yourself into a female ritual 
for the coming two weeks. You are ready to read the full book “Women Rising From 
The Flames”. You are ready also for step 2,ready to free yourself from your emotional 
baggage and live directly from your intuition.

And many other Donna Divinas including myself are with you. 

Thank you for finding us.

Now go ahead with the book. You can find it here:
Woman rising from the Flames

With love,
Ariane
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